
My Very First Can Read - Unlocking the Magic
of Reading
Do you remember the first book you ever read? The feeling of excitement and
accomplishment as you made sense of the words on the page? Reading is a
magical experience that opens up new worlds and fuels our imagination. For
young children just starting to learn how to read, the journey begins with a special
program known as My Very First Can Read.

My Very First Can Read is a revolutionary method of teaching young children how
to read using a unique blend of phonics and sight words. Developed by a team of
experts in child education and language development, this program is designed
to make the process of learning to read engaging, interactive, and fun!

The program includes a carefully curated collection of books that gradually
introduce children to new words, sounds, and concepts. Each book is designed to
build upon the previous one, ensuring a gradual progression that matches the
child's reading level. This systematic approach helps children gain confidence in
their reading abilities while keeping them motivated to continue learning.
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Unlocking the Power of Phonics

Phonics is an essential component of reading, and My Very First Can Read
harnesses its power to teach children how to decode words. Through a series of
activities, children learn how to associate letters with their corresponding sounds.
This allows them to sound out words and read them independently.

With colorful illustrations and engaging stories, the program brings phonics to life.
Children are encouraged to practice their newly acquired skills in a fun and
interactive way, making the learning process enjoyable and memorable.

But My Very First Can Read goes beyond phonics. It recognizes that not all
words can be easily decoded, especially those that are irregular or have silent
letters. That's why the program also incorporates sight words, which are words
that children should recognize instantly without having to sound them out. By
introducing sight words alongside phonics, children develop a well-rounded set of
reading skills.

A Playful Approach to Learning

Learning to read is a journey, and My Very First Can Read ensures that it's an
enjoyable one. The program uses play-based activities and interactive elements
to captivate children's attention and keep them engaged throughout the learning
process. From animated characters to interactive quizzes, there's always
something new and exciting to discover.

One of the highlights of the program is the reward system. Children earn points
and unlock virtual badges as they complete books and activities. This gamified
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approach motivates children to continue reading and allows them to track their
progress, creating a sense of achievement and pride.

With My Very First Can Read, children also have access to a personalized
reading tracker. This tool allows parents and educators to monitor a child's
reading progress, identify areas that need improvement, and celebrate
milestones. By actively involving parents and educators, the program ensures a
collaborative learning experience that maximizes a child's potential.

The Benefits of My Very First Can Read

The benefits of My Very First Can Read extend far beyond learning how to read.
Here are just a few reasons why this program is a game-changer for young
learners:

Confidence Boost: My Very First Can Read empowers children to read
independently from an early age, boosting their self-confidence and
encouraging them to explore new books.

Strong Foundation: By introducing phonics and sight words in a systematic
manner, the program builds a solid foundation for future reading success.

Improves Vocabulary: Through exposure to a wide range of words and
concepts, children expand their vocabulary and enhance their
communication skills.

Enhances Comprehension: By engaging with rich and meaningful
language, children develop their comprehension skills, fostering critical
thinking and problem-solving abilities.

Instills a Love for Reading: My Very First Can Read creates a positive
reading experience that instills a lifelong love for books and learning.



Unlock the Magic of Reading

My Very First Can Read is more than just a reading program; it's a gateway to a
world of knowledge, imagination, and endless possibilities. By equipping children
with the essential tools and skills to read, it empowers them to unlock the magic
of books and embark on a lifelong journey of exploration.

So, if you have a young child who is just starting to learn how to read, why not
introduce them to My Very First Can Read? With its innovative approach,
captivating stories, and interactive elements, this program will make your child's
reading experience a truly magical one!
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Build your child's beginning reading success with this set of 5 simple and fun
storybooks plus a separate parent guide!

Written by educator and reading specialist Dr. Julie M. Wood, with lively
illustrations by Sebastien Braun, this set of books stars Tug the Pup and an
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endearing group of characters who will lead beginners through the proven steps
for successful reading.

The Learn to Read with Tug the Pup books features sight word vocabulary,
simple text, strong picture support, and character and plot development.
The parent guide lists ideas for building early literacy skills through shared
reading, games, and art activities. 

The 5 stories in this set are Guided Reading Levels E–F, which means the
vocabulary, sentence structure, and plots are still simple, but richer than sets one
and two.

Enter into the world of reading with My Very First I Can Read! This
comprehensive emergent reading program addresses all the components of
reading mastery based on the latest early literacy research.
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